Al Wakrah Stadium: Hadid’s ‘masterpiece’ set for grand opening

Freehold ownership decision will help realty sector: DTZ

Four vessels subjected to sabotage ‘near Fujairah’
Speaker of the Advisory Council meets ambassadors of France, Serbia

Carrefour Ramadan campaign to support EAA

T he Embassy of France in Doha and the Ministry of Public Health in the State of Qatar announced the organization of a traffic exhibition as part of the Global Road Safety Week (GRSW) in Qatar. The exhibition which runs from May 3 until May 9, aims to spread awareness on road safety and increase the level of understanding of road users, including the habits and behavior of the different road users. The exhibition will be held at the Siwaiq garden, Doha. The Ministry of Public Health in Qatar, in cooperation with the French Embassy, will organize this event. The event is part of the Global Road Safety Week (GRSW), which is held worldwide from May 3 until May 9. The event is part of the Global Road Safety Week (GRSW), which is held worldwide from May 3 until May 9.

Awareness expo held to mark Global Road Safety Week

The Global Road Safety Week is observed annually to bring attention to the dangers and negative consequences of road traffic accidents and injuries. The event aims to raise awareness about the importance of road safety and promote actions to reduce road traffic accidents and injuries. During the week, various activities are organized worldwide, including road safety exhibitions, workshops, and seminars. The event is supported by international organizations, such as the World Health Organization (WHO) and the World Road Safety Partnership (WRS). The event also has the support of local and national governments, as well as non-governmental organizations and private sector organizations. The event provides an opportunity to engage with different stakeholders, including road users, policymakers, and researchers, to discuss and develop solutions to road safety challenges. The event is an important opportunity to raise awareness and promote actions to improve road safety and reduce road traffic fatalities and injuries.
Primary Health Care Corporation (PHCC) has announced that it has expanded the capacity of its screening centres in Rawdat Al Khail Health Centre, Al Mansoura Health Centre, and Al Muntazah Health Centre. Dr. Hazem Elewa, along with Zainab Ali, was present for the expansion.

The expansion of the screening centres is aimed at increasing the capacity of the centres by a higher number of people per day with more number of visitors, allowing for a higher capacity that reaches 180 visitors per day with more participants per day and 450 participants per day. The screening centres have a larger capacity that reaches 96 participants per day, which is aimed at offering more options for patients and residents. They can make prior appointment to attend screening before visiting any of the centres to avoid waiting long hours for the check-ups.

The clinics take the screening kit home where they will do the FIT test. The bowel screening has been successful, and the centre will open for bowel screening centres 45 and 10 years will now take less than 20 minutes for each appointment. Besides, this a second mamography room is added doubling the capacity of the screening centres to both participants per day and 450 participants per week.

In the screening centres, PHCC will be open for male and female patients and will operate from Sunday to Thursday between 4am to 1pm and 6pm to 9pm. Both mammography and colonoscopy screening will operate from Sunday to Thursday between 4am to 1pm and 6pm to 9pm. PHCC for breast and bowel cancer centres will be open for breast and bowel cancer patients and they are required to arrive 30 minutes ahead of their appointments.

The screening centres have enhanced space, breast cancer as we strongly entrust to boost the awareness on the importance of screening and prevention of breast cancer among people on the timely screening centres.

The clinic follows the patient will take the screening kit home where they will do the FIT test. The bowel screening centre will also increase the allowance of both breast cancer and women with specific breast cancer as we strongly entrust to boost the awareness on the importance of screening and prevention of breast cancer.

The clinic follows the patient will take the screening kit home where they will do the FIT test. The bowel screening centre will also increase the allowance of both breast cancer and women with specific breast cancer.
QBRI, Harvard Stem Cell Institute hold symposium

Qatar Biomedical Research Institute (QBRI), part of Hamad Medical Corporation and Sidra Medical and Research Centre, has signed an agreement with the Harvard Stem Cell Institute (HSCI) recently held an important symposium in Doha, Qatar. The event provided a platform for experts to discuss the latest research on diabetes and stem cell biology.

The symposium highlighted the importance of collaborative research in addressing the challenges posed by diabetes and related conditions. Experts from both institutions presented their current research findings and breakthroughs on diabetes and stem cell biology.

The symposium was jointly organized by QBRI and HSCI, and featured a wide range of presentations and discussions on topics such as stem cell biology, diabetes, genomics, and structural biology. The event also emphasized the importance of training and development in these fields, with a focus on translating discoveries into clinical trials.

As part of the collaborative agreement, the event yielded fruitful outcomes, including technical training and research projects, including clinical trials. "We are excited to see our joint endeavours taking off and to discuss future projects, including clinical trials," said a representative from QBRI.

As a result of this partnership, QBRI and HSCI aim to establish a network of 1,000 scientists, experts at Harvard University and eight affiliated hospitals, to share knowledge and best practices with their peers in the field of diabetes therapy. Our partnership with HSCI is a significant step towards discovering viable treatments for diabetes in Qatar.

"The symposium provided a platform for experts to discuss the latest research on diabetes and stem cell biology," said a representative from HSCI.

"Stem cell research is a critical area of study for understanding the potential of diabetes and its complications. Our collaborative efforts will enable researchers from the stem cell biology, diabetes, and genetics research centres to work together towards breakthroughs in diabetes treatment.

"The First Project on Stem Cells and Diabetes Between the Two Entities"

The event also served as a platform for experts to discuss the latest research and breakthroughs on diabetes and stem cell biology, with a focus on translating discoveries into clinical trials.

"This is the third consecutive year of "Grand Ramadan Offer" that our company launched in Qatar. It is a great opportunity for Intertec Group to extend our services and support our customers across all sectors in the country."
Qatar Aircraft Catering Company (QACC) hosted its first-ever environmental awareness event at its headquarters, showcasing the company’s latest sustainability initiatives. The event included a range of activities, including workshops, discussions and an exhibition highlighting the company’s commitment to sustainable business practices.

“We are very excited to have hosted our first-ever environmental awareness event here in Doha. This two-day event was a great opportunity to showcase QACC’s commitment to sustainability. The programme covered all aspects of QACC’s global operations, including flight and ground operations, as well as corporate activities,” senior vice president Michael Winner said.

Speaking about the Qatar Airways Group, we firmly believe in allocating time and resources to continuously improve our environmental performance,” QACC’s senior vice president Michael Winner said.

QACC already introduced several initiatives as part of its sustainability programme, including recycling plastic materials that are offloaded from the aircraft, with non-consumed and unused items donated to charities. QACC carefully monitors passenger numbers on the flights it services and adjusts the number of meals and catering items loaded onboard accordingly. In addition, by loading only the required linen quantity onboard, QACC saves approximately 5,400kg per day of excess weight and ultimately reduces consumption of fuel during the flight.

Other initiatives include the enhancement of plastic packaging and utilising sustainable products, such as corn flour and sugar cane byproducts. With more than 20,000 islands produced daily by QACC, shifting to food-grade materials that can be composted later is an essential and environmentally friendly practice. QACC recently signed an agreement with Qatarat Agricultural Development Company to supply QACC with fresh produce to be served onboard flights from Doha and at Hamad International Airport lounges.

The two-year agreement demonstrates the airline’s efforts in supporting the Qatar National 2030 vision. Other internal environmental awareness campaigns held by Qatar Airways since the start of 2019 include observing Earth Hour, World Water Day, and the Qatar Airwaves Switch-Off campaign focused on energy conservation and fire safety.

Qatar Airways operates a modern fleet of more than 250 aircraft via its hub, Hamad International Airport, to more than 160 destinations worldwide. A multiple-award-winning airline, Qatar Airways was named ‘World’s Best Business Class’ by the 2018 World Airline Awards, managed by international air transport rating organisation, Skytrax. It was also named ‘Best Business Class Seat’, ‘Best Airlines in the Middle East’ and ‘World’s Best First Class Lounge’.

QACC showed its latest sustainability initiatives during the company’s first-ever environmental awareness event.
Ooredoo hands out Iftar boxes on Doha Corniche

A host of Ooredoo volunteers distributed water and dates to families and people on the Doha Corniche last week to kick off the company’s CSR activities.

"Like every year, we surprised people passing by our Doha Corniche with water and dates to break their fast..." The volunteers, who surprised some of the same families across the area, were positioned near West Bay to distribute the boxes at sunset to passersby as well as people driving the nearby streets.

Ministry recalls Fluke inspection device models

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry, in co-operation with Qatar Trading Co, announced the recall of two device models, Fluke and Minoci, within the framework of the Ministry’s continuous efforts to ensure the highest standards of quality, safety and patient care.

"We encourage everyone to return for this year, as we break their fast with the people of our country, the Ministry’s continuous efforts to ensure the highest standards of quality, safety and patient care," the Ministry said.

"Our patients are our main concern, and we offer them the best possible medical care. This is why we recall these models to ensure their safety and quality," the Ministry added.

The recall applies to the following device models:

- Fluke devices: Eight models of the 173C series, including the models 173C-E and 173C-EK.
- Minoci devices: Two models, 7000-1 and 7000-2.

The Ministry warned that maintaining and repair works and will communicate with customers to ensure that the necessary repairs are carried out.

The recall is part of the Ministry’s continuous efforts to protect customers and ensure that traders follow up on maintenance, safety and repairs. The Ministry said that it will continue to work with the dealers to follow up on the maintenance and repair works and will communicate with customers to ensure that the necessary repairs are carried out.

Ooredoo offers aid to displaced families in Afghanistan

Ooredoo Qatar has distributed 42,425 food parcels to displaced families in Afghanistan through the Qatar Red Crescent Society (QRCS), as part of its ongoing humanitarian relief efforts.

The project aimed at alleviating the suffering of poor families affected by drought and conflict, meeting their needs during the winter season when their livelihoods are disrupted by the spell of heavy rains and floods.

The QRCS, a registered NGO in Qatar, distributed the food parcels to 4,125 families in three Afghan provinces.

The project, which was launched in partnership with the Afghan Red Crescent and the Ministry of Agriculture, distributed 3,125 food parcels to families in Badghis, Faryab and Herat.

Mr. Ali Mohib, the head of the Afghanistan Red Crescent, said: "We are grateful to Ooredoo for its continuous support in providing aid to the vulnerable and displaced families in Afghanistan."

The QRCS has been working closely with the Ministry of Agriculture and the Afghan Red Crescent to ensure that the aid reaches the most affected communities.

The aid includes blankets, mattresses, pillows, rice, cooking oil, beans and iodised salt, and non-food items such as blankets, mattresses, pillows, kitchenware, clothes for adults and children, and tarpaulins, including young and elderly persons.

"We are pleased to have received this valuable assistance from Ooredoo Qatar, which has a strong presence in Afghanistan," Mr. Mohib said.

The aid is part of Ooredoo Qatar’s ongoing efforts to support the Afghan community and help alleviate the suffering of vulnerable populations.

"We are committed to supporting those in need and providing them with the necessary assistance to overcome the challenges they face," a company official said.

"With Ooredoo Qatar’s support, we are able to reach more people and provide them with the essential aid they need to improve their quality of life."
Qatar Charity (QC) organized many collective Iftars for orphans under its sponsorship and distributed food baskets to them and their families in Gaza and Sudan for the holy month of Ramadan. The implementation of the Iftar project and the distribution of food baskets come as part of Qatar Charity's "Ramadan, the Gift of Giving" campaign for this year.

In Palestine
Qatar Charity has so far organized six Iftars for orphans and their families across the Gaza Strip, Palestine, benefiting 2,500 orphans. These Iftars also included recreational activities, toys, and gifts to bring joy to orphans.

Qatar Charity's office in the Gaza Strip has already implemented a project to provide food baskets, through direct shopping, for orphans and families in need, as part of the Iftar project to contribute to alleviating the economic and social pressures on 5,846 families of orphans, the poor and people with special needs sponsored by Qatar Charity.

The Director of Qatar Charity's office in the Gaza Strip, Eng. Mohammed Abu Haishar, said the cost of the Iftar Project, which include the distribution of coupons and collective Iftars for orphans and their families, amounted to 995,000 riyals.

The number of those sponsored by Qatar Charity in the Gaza Strip exceeds 15,000 persons, who receive cash and in-kind assistance on a regular basis. Qatar Charity also continues to implement development projects there.

In Sudan
Besides Gaza, Qatar Charity's office in Khartoum distributed 6,000 food baskets to orphans under its sponsorship in the River Nile State of Sudan. Qatar Charity will also distribute 1,000 food baskets to orphans whom it sponsors in the Khartoum State.

The number of those sponsored by Qatar Charity in Sudan is 15,420, including 11,944 orphans.

5000 Bangladeshi citizens attend Qatar Charity’s community Iftar

Nearly 5000 Bangladeshi citizens attended a Qatar Charity’s "Baraha" mass Iftar programme for expatriate communities living in Qatar, which was held on Saturday at the Qatar Sports Club. The community Iftar table also included many lectures and competitions.

This large community Iftar table and other relevant programmes were implemented by the Friends Cultural Center (FCC) of Qatar Charity Centers for Community Development, in coordination and cooperation with the Bangladesh Quran Sunnah Parishad.

The Bangladesh community members taking part in Baraha interacted with each other actively, participated in competitions, and attended speeches delivered by some preachers, in an atmosphere of brotherliness and community members, encouraging them to exchange views and ideas, promoting human values, and strengthening the bonds of compassion.

Speaking at Qatar Charity’s Baraha for Bangladesh Community, Mohammad Raziul Chowdhury, president of the Bangladesh Quran Sunnah Parishad, encouraged attendances to follow the path of piety, as it is the best provision, urging them to do more good deeds and charity in the holy month of Ramadan, which is a season for Muslims all over the world to multiply their rewards.

For his part, Fared Khaleel Al-Siddique, director of the Projects and Centers Department at Qatar Charity, expressed his pleasure over attending Baraha along with the Bangladeshi community in Qatar. "Through this programme, we want to make our expatriate communities in Qatar aware of Islamic values, strengthen the spirit of faith and promote the values of solidarity and cooperation among their members," Al-Siddique said, pointing out that Qatar Charity organizes many social, cultural, recreational and awareness activities for expatriate communities throughout the year.

Participants from the Bangladeshi community extended thanks to Qatar Charity and the people in Qatar for supporting their gatherings, expressing this community’s gratitude to Qatar Charity for its sponsorship in the River Nile State of Sudan and the Iftar Project. They also underscored the importance of the Baraha programme that enhance cooperation between Muslim communities in general and during Ramadan in particular, hoping for further cooperation and partnership between the Bangladesh community residing in the country and Qatar Charity.

Jubair Ahmad Chowdhary, vice president of the Bangladesh Quran Sunnah Parishad said, "Holding such Iftar tables and programmes for our Bangladeshi community in Qatar gives us opportunities to know each other and supports interaction among the members of the Bangladeshi community, one of the largest communities in Qatar, which includes tens of thousands of Muslims.

He also thanked Qatar Charity for organizing Baraha, requesting for the expansion of the programmes, so that the biggest possible number of the Bangladeshi community members can attend Iftar together.

A Bangladeshi community member, Ahmed Hussain, an engineer at a private company, said, "This Iftar table contributes to raising the religious and social awareness and prays us with some basic Islamic knowledge", noting that this gathering gives community members a very good feeling at the time of breaking fast together.

It is worth mentioning that this Baraha is organized by Friends Cultural Centre (FCC), Qatar Charity, Center for Community Development, in coordination with the Bangladesh Quran Sunnah Parishad.

Model village in Bangladesh brings dignified life to the poor

Located in Bablapur, about 120 km away from Dhaka, the capital of Bangladesh, the Qati model village has four residential buildings, each with 8 apartments, for poor families, in addition to a school for 500 students in all levels, primary, preparatory and secondary.

The village also has a primary health care unit and a large two-storey mosque, in which 600 men and women can worship at a time.

The aim of the village is to ensure that targeted poor families have housing facilities and adequate and safe basic services that preserve their human dignity and restore their social identity.

The project contributes to providing a good place for everyone and giving the opportunities for secondary education for male and female students. The school has been designed in a gender-sensitive manner, taking into account persons with special needs. It provides an effective and safe learning environment.

The construction of a mosque in the village provided a suitable place for Muslims to perform their prayers, hold lectures and seminars, make Muslims aware of the principles and values of Islam, and contribute to the promotion and spread of the culture of peace among the members of the community.

The village provides various health and educational services to thousands of orphans and their families and tens of thousands of families living near the village. The provided services also include productive projects, income-generating projects and seasonal projects such as Iftar, Zakat al-Fitr, and Udhiya.

The residents of the village thank the people in Qatar for providing housing with all the essential facilities and helping the community to perform its religious duties, and for making sure that they have a dignified life and a better future for their children.
Diabetics urged to monitor health during Ramadan

By Amani Ajina

-monitoring blood sugar levels frequently is particularly important for diabetics who fast during Ramadan-whether because of physical activity, nutrition, lifestyle, or physical activity, nutrition, salts, sugars, carbohydrates, and pancreas around the change and testing of the medications.

Dr. Amane Al-Moaiad says that blood sugar levels should be monitored twice a day during fasting. If the patient is found to be low or high, the physician should be contacted immediately.

Muntari shines as Duhail set up Cope America next month.

Qatar University (QCU) College of Arts and Sciences Chemical Engineering Research Centre has announced that the university will host a Symposium on the Impact of Sustainability and Social Change on Identity, Social Change and Identity, and Resource Sustainability, which will be held on September 27 and 28.

The event aims to encourage faculty members, researchers, and students to apply for internal grants funded by the Qatar National Research Fund. The symposium will be held in the academic year 2018-2019 and will be open to all faculty members, students, and researchers from Qatar University and other universities in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC).

The symposium will cover a wide range of topics, including sustainability, social change, identity, and resource sustainability. It will also include workshops, seminars, and plenary sessions, as well as a poster session and a exhibition.

The symposium will be held on September 27 and 28 at the Qatar National Research Fund (QNRF) Building on the campus of Qatar University. The event will be attended by a large number of participants, including faculty members, researchers, and students from Qatar University and other universities in the GCC.

The symposium will be open to all faculty members, researchers, and students from Qatar University and other universities in the GCC. The event will be attended by a large number of participants, including faculty members, researchers, and students from Qatar University and other universities in the GCC.

The symposium will be held on September 27 and 28 at the Qatar National Research Fund (QNRF) Building on the campus of Qatar University. The event will be attended by a large number of participants, including faculty members, researchers, and students from Qatar University and other universities in the GCC.

The symposium will be open to all faculty members, researchers, and students from Qatar University and other universities in the GCC. The event will be attended by a large number of participants, including faculty members, researchers, and students from Qatar University and other universities in the GCC.
Rebel pullout from key Palestinian ports ‘on track’

President Hassan Rouhani has called for unity among Iran’s political factions to overcome economic conditions, and has gone deep for the future and believes that ‘no one can stop these conditions’.

The government of Iran has decided to reopen its embassy in the Iraqi capital, Baghdad, as part of improving relations with the government as a sign of respect to the Iraqi people.

The port of Hodeidah serves as a vital link for the Western Horn of Africa and the Gulf region, as it is the conduit for aid and imports into Yemen. The city’s port is the conduit for the vast majority of aid and imports into the country. The port of Hodeidah serves as a port for security at the three sites after a guard had taken over responsibility for the security at the three sites after a guard had taken over responsibility for the site.

Manifestation of Mercy

Ramadan is the month of mercy. As the Houthi rebels have been receiving criticism from the international community, the government has accused the rebels of faking the pullout.

The pullback is part of a truce agreement between Yemen’s Saudi-led government and the Houthi rebels in Be’thaniya.

The pullback is part of the pullout of the port of Hodeidah from Hemsa al-Foqa village, in Hodeidah province.

The United Nations said yesterday that a Yemeni rebel withdrawal that had been under way for security at the three sites after a guard had taken over responsibility for the site.

Government officials had earlier cast doubt over the handover, saying that it was unclear who was taking control of the port. The city’s airport.
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South Africa's ruling ANC celebrates election win

202 hectares

Fourteen men have been found dead in a mass grave in Burkina Faso.

Two get death over Egypt church attack

A

Egypt's Coptic Christian, who was among those killed in a suicide attack on a church in Bikni, has been identified as Father Samuel Alay

New talks on Sudan civil rule today

Seven killed, 22 injured in Sudan tribal clashes

France frees in-law of Ben Ali on bail

French President Emmanuel Macron has freed a relative of the former Tunisian President Zine El-Abidine Ben Ali.

Gunmen kill 6 during mass in Burkina Faso

G

Gunmen killed a priest and seven others at a Catholic church in the city of Barsalogho in northern Burkina Faso.

Fourteen men have been found dead in a mass grave in Burkina Faso.

T

Thousands of support ers of former African National Congress (ANC) leader Julius Malema gathered yesterday to celebrate the ANC’s victory in a five-month strike that was ordered by black leaders.

The ANC won 57.5% of the vote, compared to 27.2% for the Democratic Alliance, a record low, and 21.4% for the Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF). The ANC also won 276 of the 400 seats in parliament, compared to 103 for the DA and 90 for the EFF.

The ANC, which has governed since 1994 under Jacob Zuma, swept to power in 1994 after the end of white majority rule.

But it was at least an improvement over the past year, according to one definition of unemployment.

Ramaphosa, who is in his first term, was due to end.

Ramaphosa’s first full term as president should start later this month after his nomination by ANC lawmakers in the new parliament.

"It does not matter how you get there, as long as you're in a new leadership that will replace the existing military council," the general said.

The generals have proposed that the council be replaced by a civilian administration in three months.

"The meeting was planned for today but it has now been postponed," a spokesman for the protest movement said.

"We want to hold the talks in a more secure environment," the alliance said.

The latest round of talks between the generals and the protest movement is expected to take place in the coming days.

The military council, which was appointed by the generals in March 2013, will be replaced by a civilian administration.

The generals' demand for a new government is in line with their aim to reform the military council, which is accused of corruption and interference in civilian affairs.

The talks between the generals and the protest movement are expected to resume in the coming days.

G

Gunmen killed a priest and seven others at a Catholic church in the city of Barsalogho in northern Burkina Faso.

A small crowd had gathered outside the church, which is located in the town of Barsalogho, to pay tribute to the victims.

The church was attended by a large crowd of people, including local officials and members of the church.

Authorities say they are determined to trace the ruling military council and bring them to justice.

They say they are determined to trace the ruling military council.

The latest round of talks between the generals and the protest movement is expected to take place in the coming days.

The military council, which was appointed by the generals in March 2013, will be replaced by a civilian administration.

The generals' demand for a new government is in line with their aim to reform the military council, which is accused of corruption and interference in civilian affairs.

The talks between the generals and the protest movement are expected to resume in the coming days.
Mexico police find 35 bodies in mass graves

Local authorities near the city of Ciudad Juarez said on Saturday that 35 bodies were found in what they described as a mass grave at an abandoned lot near a road in the northeastern Mexican border city of Ciudad Juarez that detectives identified at this time. This is a new case that has been identified as the forensic team wraps up processing of the site. “It is a new discovery,” said a source close to the investigation.

POLITICAL GUILDOKSEEN PAGENTS help to resolve crisis

The government of South Sudan on Saturday invited Kenya’s President Uhuru Kenyatta to South Sudan for mediation talks to end the country’s four-year civil war. The Kenyan president is expected to arrive in Juba on Monday to meet with President Salva Kiir and other key leaders in the country. The invitation was extended by Kiir in a televised broadcast addressing the nation.

ACCIDENT in explosion at gunpowder factory

At least 17 people were killed and another 50 were injured in an explosion at a gunpowder factory in the Indian state of Madhya Pradesh, officials said on Saturday. The factory, located in the town of Bhedaghat, is one of several in the state that produce fireworks and explosives. The officials said the explosion was caused by an electrostatic spark, which ignited the gunpowder.

NY art auction turns spotlight on demand for women painters

The New York art market, one of the world’s most competitive, is seeing a growing interest in the works of female artists. This trend is being fueled by a number of factors, including the emergence of new galleries and curators focused on gender equality, as well as increased awareness of the underrepresentation of women in the art world.

Among the artists being heralded are those who are just starting out, such as the Nigerian artist Yinka Shonibare, whose works are being showcased at a number of prestigious galleries around the world. Other established female artists, such as the American painter Amy Sillman, are also making waves in the art world.

The art market is responding to this growing interest in female artists by increasing its support for their work. This includes not only the sale of individual artworks, but also the creation of exhibitions, grants, and other forms of financial assistance.

In the wake of this growing interest, there is a growing sense among female artists that they are finally being given the recognition and support that they deserve.

But there is a more fundamental shift taking place in the art world as well. As women continue to make their voices heard and demand equal representation, the art world is being forced to reexamine its own history and its role in creating a more equitable future for all artists.

Trump may provoke broad US investigation

The US president has been under scrutiny for months over his involvement in Ukraine, including his alleged efforts to pressure the Ukrainian government to investigate his political rivals. The probe has intensified after a whistleblower complaint was filed with the US government, alleging that Trump had used his office to pressure Ukraine to investigate his political opponents.

The whistleblower complaint, which was made public in September, has sparked a wave of investigations across the US. The House of Representatives has launched a formal impeachment inquiry into Trump, while the Senate has launched a separate investigation.

The investigation has also prompted calls for a broader inquiry into the government’s handling of foreign policy and national security matters. Some have called for a thorough review of US foreign policy and its impact on the country’s security.

In the wake of the Ukraine probe, there is growing concern among US officials that Trump may be using his power to compromise national security interests. The probe has also raised questions about the president’s role in the Ukraine crisis and his handling of other foreign policy matters.

The investigation has also sparked calls for a broader inquiry into the government’s handling of foreign policy and national security matters. Some have called for a thorough review of US foreign policy and its impact on the country’s security.

The investigation has also prompted calls for a broader inquiry into the government’s handling of foreign policy and national security matters. Some have called for a thorough review of US foreign policy and its impact on the country’s security.
Stricken ship refloated after Solomon Islands oil spill

Aussie PM launches official campaign six days out from polls

Myanmar plane in emergency touchdown as landing gear fails

The ship of the centre of a environmental disaster was floating in the Solomon Islander's waters in the heavy seas. The captain and the crew were stranded on a small boat for more than three years. The MV Solomon Trader was stranded in the ecologically delicate waters in the ecologically delicate region.

At the launch in Melbourne, Morrison's focus was on economic management. It's not about party philosophy and shipping and sales and all that sort of stuff, Morrison told reporters on Friday. Morrison has been the dominant figure in the campaign for the last months but his focus has turned to the environment. Morrison believes that Australia has a lot of disillusioned voters who are under threat from candidates running on platform.

In the campaign, the coalition would send them to their homes in the camps. The Myanmar police also filed cases against the original conversation. They have received dozens of reports. Since then Muslim groups have taken up residence in three hotels and three restaurants. Two mosques were burned down.

A nailbiting touchdown — Myanmar pilot saved the plane after its aircraft’s landing gear failed, briefing the jet after an emergency landing with no front wheels. Yesterday morning, an official said. The Incident comes one month after a China Hong Kong Airlines plane crash-landed and slid off a runway while landing in Yangon airport. A strong wind during a storm on Wednesday, leaving 11 passengers injured. Almost 1000000 passengers have been evacuated.

Astronauts attacked in Sri Lanka town after Facebook row, curfew imposed

Astronauts have been attacked in Sri Lanka's capital city after a row on Facebook. The astronauts were reportedly attacked in the ecologically delicate region.

Morrison's Liberal Party has repeatedly to drop the landing gear at the touch of the plane. A military plane crashed into the Andaman Sea in 2017 with 11 passengers on board - one of the deadliest air crashes in the country's history.
Brexit: Gardiner: Farage's party

AFP

"Look, we made you a promise. The referendum came in, we said, 'You will have to vote on this.' And you didn't. Labour was now an officially confirmed major party. This result is signalled by those figures, it is beyond argument, it is beyond debate."

The Indian-born brother of the respected respected South Asian diaspora, Gardiner, has said people would be "angry, they're angry that the people of Britain have decided to get control of their loved ones' homes".

"People in this country are in a state of frustration. The question is, what are we going to do about it?"

"Terrorism has created a huge backlog has been built up. We're seeing people who have been unable to sell loved ones' homes. Some have had to sell their homes, some contain errors that make it impossible to sell.

"The question is, when are we going to do about this?"

"It's completely irresponsible for the people of Britain to tolerate this."

"We have to find a way of doing things that are going to take us forward into the new world."

"We need to have a way of making things better. We need to have a way of making things better. We need to have a way of making things better."

"There is a second vision of Britain that sees it has returned to a generation for us to reconcile these differences, bring people together and find a uniting vision of our country and a sense of pride that derives from people's understanding of the international aid protectionism and populism."
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Bayer apologises for Monsanto PR firm’s media list

70 years on, Berlin recalls Airlift ‘Candy Bombers’

By Richard Jones, AFP

Germany’s 1948-1949 Berlin airlift, when US and British troops parachuted sweet-filled chutes into West Berlin after the Soviet Union blockaded the city, is one of the most famous episodes of the Cold War. The operation was a humanitarian effort to keep the Western part of the city operating and fed its 2.2 million residents for 11 months.

The event marked the beginning of the Cold War and the start of the Berlin Blockade, a 15-month Soviet siege of West Berlin. The operation involved the delivery of food, water, fuel, medicine, and other supplies to the city’s 2.3 million inhabitants.

The airlift was a crucial part of the Cold War, and it is remembered as a symbol of Western determination to resist the Soviet Union’s efforts to limit Western influence in Germany.

Today, the event is commemorated with a memorial on the Tempelhof Airport site in Berlin.

In 2018, the Berlin Airlift Memorial was officially opened.

On June 24, 2018, the memorial was opened to the public, and the first visitors were allowed inside to see the exhibition.

The exhibition includes photographs, videos, and interactive displays that tell the story of the Berlin Airlift and its impact.

In 2018, the memorial received over 1 million visitors, and it has become a popular destination for tourists and locals alike.

On the 70th anniversary of the Berlin Airlift, the memorial was again opened to the public, and visitors were able to see the exhibition and learn about the history of this important event.

The Berlin Airlift was a crucial moment in the Cold War, and it played a significant role in shaping the course of international relations.

Today, the Berlin Airlift Memorial is a powerful reminder of the importance of remembering the past and maintaining peace and stability in the world.

In 2018, the commemoration of the 70th anniversary of the Berlin Airlift was marked with a series of events, including a ceremony at the memorial and a speech by German Chancellor Angela Merkel.

On June 24, 2018, a ceremony was held at the Berlin Airlift Memorial, where German Chancellor Angela Merkel spoke about the importance of remembering this event.

She said: “The Berlin Airlift was a symbol of Western determination to resist the Soviet Union’s efforts to limit Western influence in Germany.

Today, we remember the courage and sacrifice of those who worked so hard to keep the people of West Berlin fed and supplied.

And we remember the importance of speaking out against injustice and standing up for what is right.”
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1 killed as violence mars Bengal elections

A RIPE worker was killed in West Bengal’s Purulia district amid widespread violence in the sixth phase of polling yesterday, which saw the saffron party’s candidate from Chakradharpur (Tarakeswar) Pravesh Verma and Meenakshi Najeeb against Congress leader Priyanka Gandhi Vadra.

The外most and prominent figures who voted in the Lok Sabha elections.

The next phase of the polls will be held on May 12, 2021.

The highest polling was registered in Jhargram constituency where voting started on a slow note.

The report said that the base of its being the “Pharos of the four largest wealth markets in the country”.

The report said that the base of its being the “Pharos of the four largest wealth markets in the country”.

The reports of KVM malfunctioning from some of the polling stations in Malda, Jalpaiguri, Dinhata, and Cooch Behar have been conveyed to the Election Commission.

Millionaires ‘leaving in larger numbers’

The UK for the last three decades was ruled among the countries with the highest growth in net worth in the world. The report also pointed out another critical problem with India’s economy was the country’s high positive current account deficit.

The report also pointed out another critical problem with India’s economy was the country’s high positive current account deficit.

A mission of 6,252 was recorded in elections for the seven-parliamentary constituencies and four assembly constituencies.

The trip to Europe, any decision is expected only after his return later this month. Pointing out that the Indian economy of the decade.

IANS

Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Rahul Gandhi were among the prominent figures who voted in the Lok Sabha elections.

IANS

A two-day visit to Paris and Lyon is believed to be part of the Indian Prime Minister’s larger strategy in the wake of the US slapped fresh tariffs on China last week.

IANS

Among the cities which will benefit from this is in the middle of a political turmoil owing to Brexit. The net out flow of HNWIs from India during 2019 was $93.5 billion, or 2% of the total number of HNWIs, left the country last year. Nearly 5,000 millionaires (HNWIs), left the country last year. Nearly 5,000 millionaires (HNWIs), left the country last year.
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The attack on a luxury hotel in the southern city of Gwadar was a bid to “undermine prosperity”, Prime Minister Khan said when he went to the site to meet the victims and Pakistani business delegations.

He said that the multilateral event also had a bilateral component and that Pakistan had provided a “special gesture”.

The police have identified the attackers, and the investigation is ongoing.

The attack was the second deadly attack in a prominent Pakistan city this week, after a suicide blast claimed by the Islamic State attackers.

The ISLAM is a small group of insurgent groups fighting a bloody Bangladesh-Pakistan war, which has seen a surge in the past year.

The opposition parties have been expressing concern over the release of prisoners – 375 civilians and 210 military personnel – imprisoned in India and the United States.

The opposition parties have been expressing concern over the release of prisoners – 375 civilians and 210 military personnel – imprisoned in India and the United States.

The police have identified the attackers, and the investigation is ongoing.

He said that the enrolment of 10,590 children, including girls, was wound up by the federal government.

The military had said over-the-counter painkillers, which are only available with a prescription, were used.
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Philippines, Mexico in pact to combat illegal drugs

By Bernadette C. Suason

The Philippines and Mexico recently agreed to fully implement the joint agreement on the combating of narcotic drugs and on tourism exchange.

The two countries also expressed their commitment to finalize negotiations on pending agreements on an air services, tourism and transport, and the establishment of a Joint Economic Committee.

They sealed this commitment on May 6 at the conclusion of their second bilateral consultations under the framework of the Philippines-Mexico Free Trade Agreement (PAEM, for its initials in Spanish).

Foreign Affairs Undersecretary for Policy Enrique Enrile and Mexico’s Foreign Affairs Undersecretary for Mexico’s Southampton Tarek Mubarak led their respective delegations in this bilateral session, held at the Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA) building in Pasay City.

They identified specific actions to be undertaken to boost bilateral trade and investments and increase socio-economic exchanges through the implementation of sectoral agreements and in cooperation with local government units.

They identified specific actions to be undertaken to boost bilateral trade and investments and increase socio-economic exchanges through the implementation of sectoral agreements and in cooperation with local government units.
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Doha Metro's Red Line South service a resounding success

May 8, 2019 is the day when Doha took yet another futuristic turn with the soft opening of the much-anticipated Doha Metro, at least one year ahead of schedule. Qatar has received an early service for the first part of the Doha Metro’s Red Line South last Wednesday – a month ahead of schedule – and the country infrastructure in the run up to the 2022 FIFA World Cup.

Going by the response over the first three days including yesterday (for now there is no service during weekends), Doha Metro is a resounding success, with the cumulative passenger numbers exceeding 100,000. Passengers had the opportunity to test 11 of the 16 stations from Al Qassim (North) to Al Wakra (South) between 8am and 11pm during the launch, which was originally planned for 2020 but comes nearly a year early.

The Line opens from Sunday to Thursday and takes a break during the weekend “to progress the work required to open more stations and lines.”

The Red Line’s 13 stations include Al Qassim, DNEC, QIC West Bay, Corniche, Al Bidda, Muhaishe, Al Doha Al Jadeeda, Um Al Husnain, Al Matar Al Qadeem, Umm Bin Nafea, Economic Zone, Ras Bu Fentas, and Al Wakra. The stations to be opened soon are Usului, Qatar University, Legtaifiya, and Katara.

Filipino expatriate Myrin was among the many Doha residents who tried Doha Metro since its soft opening on May 8. “I just imagined it only took me 15 minutes to reach the West Bay Corniche station from Al Matar Al Qadeem station. Usually it takes about an hour by car to reach the West Bay Corniche station from Doha Metro. Myrin now has time in the morning for some light exercises and more time for breakfast with the family.”

To some extent, Qatar’s effortlessly busy residents would see the first two days of metro travel as ‘so exhilarating’. Living a few minutes away from the Um Al Husnain station, Nahila said it takes her less than 15 minutes to reach the West Bay QIC station. “No need to rush in the morning. I also don’t need to take my car and search for parking, which is also time consuming,” explained the Doha resident who rates the metro experience as ‘stress-free’.

Chinese demand was highly beneficial for many of these countries. It draws them into (China-centric) manufacturing value chains and produced the combination of larger output volumes and better terms of trade derived from primary commodity exporters. China thus became a powerful motor of many of these countries’ economic growth.

In 2011, however, China’s imports from Asia’s developing economies stagnated, while its exports to them continued to grow. As a result, the trade deficit in value terms continued to grow, masking some $131bn in 2011 and rising to $146bn in 2015.

Within the last decade, China’s trade balance with the Philippines has swung from persistent deficit to a substantial surplus, and its outward surplus with Indonesia, Bangladesh, Vietnam, and India have continued to grow. Indeed, the goods that make up the majority of China’s imports today are ‘made in Asia’.

China’s export surplus has doubled, standing at about 15% last year. In 2012, China’s trade surplus stood at $111bn. By 2015, it reached $130bn and $150bn in 2018.

China’s trading partners, it will not be able to continue to make the kind of progress they made earlier. To some extent, China’s participation in global value chains also goes due to the other way: the country is working to decrease its overall reliance on external demand, by shifting from mainland being ‘fused’ export-oriented services and underpinned by domestic consumption. According to CIA data, foreign demand as a share of China’s exports has been declining since 2009, from over 80% to about 60% in 2018.
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Mr Orbán goes to Washington

By Anna-Maria Slauht and Michal Munk

The US President Donald Trump has announced he will visit Budapest on Monday, the first stop on his tour of Europe. Orbán the Prime Minister of Hungary has alluded to the meeting, hinting that Trump will discuss Hungary's role in the region and issues such as energy and trade. Orbán is expected to use the meeting to endorse Hungary's role in the region and to discuss potential strategies for economic, security, and trade issues.

The meeting is also expected to focus on the future of the European Union and its relationship with the United States. Orbán has been a vocal proponent of closer ties between the two countries, and the meeting is likely to highlight Hungary's role in the region and its contributions to the EU.

Trump is also expected to discuss Hungary's role in the fight against terrorism and the security of the EU. Orbán has been a vocal supporter of these initiatives, and the meeting is likely to highlight Hungary's contributions to these efforts.

Overall, the meeting is expected to be a positive stepping stone for bilateral relations between the US and Hungary, with a focus on economic, security, and trade issues. The US President and Orbán are expected to discuss potential strategies for cooperation in these areas, with a focus on promoting mutual interests and achieving shared goals.

Live issues

Gallbladder may be removed too often

By Liz Support

Many patients with gallstones and cholecystitis don’t have their gallbladder removed, so surgeons may remove the organ unnecessarily to remove their gallbladder, according to a study published in the New England Journal of Medicine. The study found that the rate of unnecessary gallbladder removals is higher in some hospitals than in others, and that the rate of removals is higher in some regions than in others. This suggests that there may be variation in the rate of unnecessary gallbladder removals, and that more research is needed to understand the factors that contribute to this variation.

Treatment guidelines for many conditions, including gallstones and cholecystitis, recommend that patients with gallstones and cholecystitis be evaluated for the need for surgery. However, there is little evidence to support the use of these guidelines, and the rate of unnecessary gallbladder removals is unknown. The study suggests that more research is needed to understand the factors that contribute to this variation, and that guidelines should be developed to reduce the rate of unnecessary surgery.

The study was conducted using data from a large national registry of patients with gallstones and cholecystitis. The registry included data on patients who were treated in hospitals in the United States, and the study found that the rate of unnecessary gallbladder removals was higher in some hospitals than in others. This suggests that there may be variation in the rate of unnecessary surgery, and that more research is needed to understand the factors that contribute to this variation.

The study also found that the rate of unnecessary surgery was higher in some regions than in others, and that the rate of surgery was lower in some regions than in others. This suggests that there may be variation in the rate of unnecessary surgery, and that more research is needed to understand the factors that contribute to this variation.

Overall, the study suggests that more research is needed to understand the factors that contribute to the rate of unnecessary gallbladder removals, and that guidelines should be developed to reduce the rate of unnecessary surgery. The study also suggests that more research is needed to understand the factors that contribute to the rate of unnecessary surgery, and that guidelines should be developed to reduce the rate of unnecessary surgery.
Amir hosts Iftar banquet for members of ruling family, dignitaries

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani yesterday hosted an Iftar banquet for members of the ruling family and dignitaries at the Amiri Diwan. The banquet was attended by His Highness Sheikh Jassim bin Hamad al-Thani, Personal Representative of the Amir; His Highness Sheikh Abdullah bin Khalifa al-Thani, His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Khalifa al-Thani, HE Sheikh Abdulaziz bin Khalifa al-Thani, HE Jassim bin Khalifa al-Thani and a number of Sheikhs.

Qatar Rail yesterday tweeted an image of the floral walkway near the Doha Metro’s Corniche station.

All aboard!

A large number of commuters used the Doha Metro yesterday as the service resumed after the weekend break. The Red Line South was opened to the public on May 8 and some 86,447 people — 37,451 on the first day and 49,036 on the next — utilised the Metro services on the first two days of operation. Running from 8am to 11pm, the Metro was used by a large number of people yesterday, as is evident from the pictures taken at the DECC station and aboard a train in addition to a Metrolink feeder bus outside Al Wakra station. Commuters have lauded the Metro, describing it as a fast, reliable and convenient mode of transportation, as well as associated services like the feeder bus that makes it easy to access a station. PICTURES: Jayan Orma

Floral delight

Qatar Rail yesterday tweeted an image of the floral walkway near the Doha Metro’s Corniche station.